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INTRODUCTION

In a time when most Division I-A women’s sports fail to breakeven financially,1 the locker room of the Lady Razorbacks women’s basketball team at the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville reflects anything but a struggling program.2 The oversized, black leather sofas and bubbling hot tub3 represent an athletics program that exemplifies the intent of Title IX to provide equal athletic opportunities—including the provision of equipment, supplies, and competitive facilities—to members of both sexes.4 Down the road, however, Arkansas State University in Jonesboro has been unable to adequately support women’s sports and was forced to add a women’s soccer team in 2000 after being cited by the National College Athletics Association (“NCAA”) for failing to provide equality of athletic opportunity as required by Title IX: the proportion of female athletes at the university (33%) was substantially smaller than the proportion of female undergraduates (56%).5 The difference between these two Division I institutions: as a member of the Southeastern Conference (“SEC”), Arkansas benefits from an arrangement that ensures that every year the SEC football champion is guaranteed one of the eight slots in the lucrative Bowl Championship Series (“BCS”). Meanwhile, Arkansas State’s football team, a member of the Sun Belt Conference—which is not guaranteed a berth in the BCS—loses millions of dollars annually.6

For the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville, supporting women’s athletics is not a problem.7 The SEC’s guaranteed spot in the BCS ensures that Arkansas will benefit
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5. Suggs, supra note 2, at A52.
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from the nearly $18 million yearly payout\(^8\) to the dozen SEC schools. Meanwhile, the Sun Belt is guaranteed a payout of only $720,000\(^9\) to be spread among its nine member schools. All told, this lucrative BCS is scheduled to pay out over $93 million to the member schools in 2004–05, with the overwhelming share going to conferences that are guaranteed to participate in one of the four BCS Bowl Games ("BCS Bowl guaranteed").\(^{10}\)

Since women's intercollegiate athletic programs "depend to a large extent on football revenues for their support,"\(^{11}\) any discrepancy in amount of revenues collected carries over to women's sports. Evidence shows that Division I-A football programs that are members of BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences have money to distribute to women's athletic programs.\(^{12}\) Furthermore, schools that are part of a BCS Bowl guaranteed conference have substantial means to build athletic facilities, hire coaches, and recruit athletes for both their men's and women's programs. However, institutions without the increased BCS funds have a much more difficult time meeting their Title IX obligations. In most cases, schools in conferences that are not guaranteed a position in one of the BCS bowl games ("BCS non-guaranteed") lose an average of $1 million on their football programs on a yearly basis.\(^{13}\) The end result is that schools without these advantages are much more likely to fail the "effective accommodation test" of Title IX set forth in Title IX's 1979 Policy Interpretation.\(^{14}\)

Unfortunately, this problem does not lend itself easily to a legal solution. For one, the BCS does not currently violate any provision of Title IX or its subsequent interpretations. As previously mentioned, the only policy implication is that the distinction between BCS Bowl guaranteed and non-guaranteed conferences makes it harder for BCS non-guaranteed conferences to meet their Title IX obligations. This Note concedes that ensuring athletic opportunity for female athletes between BCS bowl guaranteed and non-guaranteed conferences is beyond the rule of law.

However, that does not mean that this argument is without its merits. Currently, there is an ongoing and active debate about the escalating "arms race" in intercollegiate athletics and the increasing difficulty of maintaining a top-notch athletics program in the face of spiraling athletics costs. The BCS series, for one, has been greatly scrutinized.\(^{15}\) However, curiously absent from this debate is the effect that such an arms
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race has on the implicit policy goals of Title IX. Therefore, this Note seeks to encourage further debate on this topic. Specifically, this Note argues that the current BCS, as an inseparable part of the arms race, is directly at odds with the spirit of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 to provide equal athletic opportunities in educational programs receiving federal funding. Due to the lucrative payouts it guarantees to certain conferences, the BCS creates discrepancies in football revenue that cause Title IX compliance issues for many non-guaranteed institutions. While there have been efforts in the past to remedy the vast discrepancies in funding between college football “have” and “have-nots,” none have considered the negative impact that such funding has on female athletes. This Note proposes solutions to this problem within the larger context of college athletics spending reform.

In order to understand the context of this argument, an overview of Title IX legislation, BCS history, and the debate over the college arms race is necessary. Part I describes relevant Title IX legislation, from its genesis in Congress to subsequent revisions and updates put forth in the 1979 Policy Interpretation, and briefly interprets Title IX’s policy objective. Part II provides helpful background information on the BCS, detailing its evolution from bowl reform efforts in the 1990s to its current structure and revenue discrepancies, and gives a description of the current intercollegiate arms race. Part III details how the BCS and its prominence in the intercollegiate arms race is directly at odds with the “spirit” of Title IX. Finally, Part IV recommends measures for how to better distribute college football revenue and shows how such goals are consistent with the policy objectives of Title IX.

I. HISTORY OF RELEVANT TITLE IX LEGISLATION

At Division I-A schools, football is without a doubt the “engine that drives all intercollegiate sports,” including women’s sports. As such, it is easy to see how gross discrepancies in football revenue among schools could lead to the failure of the lower revenue-producing schools to meet their Title IX obligations by having less to distribute to their women’s athletics program. However, before putting forth such an argument, a brief background of relevant Title IX legislative history and interpretation is necessary. This section details the two major phases of Title IX development: its legislative history and enactment in 1972, and the 1979 Policy Interpretation.

A. History and Enactment of Title IX

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 was signed into law on June 23, 1972. Title IX provides that: “[n]o person . . . shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.” Although there is little legislative history surrounding the enactment of Title IX, Title IX’s

17. Young, supra note 11.
19. Id.
20. See generally Diane Heckman, Women & Athletics: A Twenty Year Retrospective on Title IX, 9 U. MIAMI Ent. & SPORTS L. REV. 1, 9 n.30 (1992) (detailing the sparse legislative
A general prohibition against gender-based discrimination in education is based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prevented racial discrimination in federally funded programs.21

Intercollegiate athletics were never mentioned in the original statutory language of Title IX, leaving its “specific application to intercollegiate athletics ambiguous.”22 However, Congress made it clear that Title IX did apply to intercollegiate athletics with the passage of the “Javits Amendment” in 1974.23 This amendment required the then existing Department of Health, Education and Welfare (“HEW”) to develop regulations for Title IX implementation including, “with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities[,] reasonable provisions considering the nature of particular sports.”24 These regulations, after being authorized by President Ford and reviewed by Congress, became effective on July 21, 1975.25 The new regulations listed ten factors to be considered when determining whether equal opportunities are available for members of both genders, including the effective accommodation of both genders’ interests and abilities and the equal provision of equipment, supplies, as well as practice and competitive facilities.26

Included in the regulations was a three-year transition period for schools of higher education to comply with the regulations.27 When this period ended in 1978 and the HEW’s Office for Civil Rights (“OCR”) began to investigate Title IX complaints, it determined that further clarification of how Title IX applied to intercollegiate athletics was needed.28 To accomplish this, the OCR “consulted with interested parties from around the country, visited eight universities, and entertained 700 public comments.”29

history of Title IX). What little relative legislative history that does exist is discussed in greater detail at Part I.C, infra.

21. 42 U.S.C. § 2000(d) (2000). As it relates to Title IX: “The early version of [Title IX] legislation proposed the addition of the word ‘sex’ to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 . . . .” Heckman, supra note 20, at 9 n.30 (citing H.R. 16098, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. § 805 (1970); H.R. 916, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., (1971)). See also Cannon v. Univ. of Chi., 441 U.S. 677, 696 (1979) (“The drafters of Title IX explicitly assumed it would be interpreted and applied as Title VI had been during the preceding eight years.”)

22. Walter B. Connolly, Jr. & Jeffrey D. Adelman, A University’s Defense to a Title IX Gender Equity in Athletics Lawsuit: Congress Never Intended Gender Equity Based on Student Body Ratios, 71 U. DET. MERCY L. REV 845, 850 (1994). However, intercollegiate athletics were touched upon briefly by Sen. Birch Bayh during congressional hearings. Id. at 850 n.18.

23. Heckman, supra note 20, at 12.


26. 34 C.F.R. § 106.61.

27. 45 C.F.R. § 86.41(d) (codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.41(d) (1991)).

28. Julia Lamber, Gender and Intercollegiate Athletics: Data and Myths, 34 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM, 151, 155 (2000–2001). This policy clarification was made in part to ease schools’ fears of losing their federal funding due to Title IX violations. See Heckman, supra note 20, at 13.

29. Ellen J. Staurowsky, Title IX and College Sport: The Long Painful Path to Compliance and Reform, 14 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 95, 102 (2003).
This resulted in HEW’s publication of a Policy Interpretation in December 1979. The Policy Interpretation is not a “regulation” within the meaning of the Title IX statute and “does not have the force of law, but it is entitled to substantial deference” by the courts.

B. The 1979 Policy Interpretation

The Policy Interpretation is divided into three sections: athletic financial assistance (scholarships), equivalence in other athletic benefits and opportunities, and effective accommodation of student interests and abilities. Part one of the code dictates that athletic scholarships “should be given to men and women in proportion to the number of men and women participants in the institution’s athletic program.” It requires universities to award scholarships to “members of each sex in proportion to the number of students of each sex participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics.” Thus, if women make up 60% of the intercollegiate athletes at a school, they should be entitled to 60% of athletic scholarships.

Part two of the test is used to determine “compliance in program components, such as recruitment, equipment, travel or practice times” by comparing the “availability, quality, and types of benefits, opportunities, and treatment afforded male and female athletes.” The Policy Interpretation does not require identical program components for each sex, but rather that any differences result from “nondiscriminatory factors, such as rules of play, rate of injury resulting from participation, or the nature of the facilities required for competition.” Therefore, while there might be differences in funding for football due to high injury rates or equipment needs that favor men, “[p]rovided the institution meets the sports specific needs of both men and women, ‘differences in particular program components will be found to be justifiable.’”

30. Lamber, supra note 28, at 155 (citing Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972; A Policy Interpretation: Title IX and Intercollegiate Athletics, 44 Fed. Reg. 71,413 (Dec. 11, 1979)).

31. Id. at 155 n.17. Generally speaking, courts have given deference to the 1979 Policy Interpretation consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Chevron, Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984). Under Chevron, regulations promulgated by a government agency should be “given controlling weight unless they are arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute.” Id. at 844. Several circuit courts have concluded that the policy interpretation is consistent with Title IX. See Chalenor v. Univ. of N.D., 291 F.3d 1042, 1045–47 (8th Cir. 2002); Boulahanis v. Bd. of Regents, 198 F.3d 633, 637–38 (7th Cir. 1999); Neal v. Bd. of Trs. of the Cal. State Univs., 198 F.3d 763, 769–72 (9th Cir. 1999); Cohen v. Brown Univ., 101 F.3d 155, 172–73 (1st Cir. 1996); Horner v. Ky. High Sch. Athletic Ass’n, 43 F.3d 265, 272–75 (6th Cir. 1994).

32. 44 Fed. Reg. 71,413, 71,415 (Dec. 11, 1979) (codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.37(c)).

33. Id. at 74,415–17 (codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.41(c)(2)–(10) (1993)).

34. Id. at 74,417–18 (codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.41(c)(1) (1993)).

35. Lamber, supra note 28, at 156.

36. 34 C.F.R. § 106.37(c).

37. Lamber, supra note 28, at 156.

38. Id. at 157 (citing 44 Fed. Reg. at 71,415–16).

Part three, the most controversial aspect of the Policy Interpretation, has been called "the effective accommodation test" by some commentators. It consists of a three-part test which is "used to determine whether an institution has effectively accommodated student interest and ability." A school is considered to be in compliance with Title IX if it satisfies any part of the three-part test: (1) achieving substantial proportionality between the male-female student ratio and the male-female student-athlete ratio; (2) demonstrating a history of continuing program expansion; or (3) satisfying the interests and abilities of the under-represented gender.

In 1996, under pressure from academic institutions, coaches of minor men's sports, and Congress, the OCR issued a Policy Clarification, which reiterated its position that an institution must meet only one part of the test. This test was also clarified with the issuance of an investigator's manual. This manual "provides detailed tests and procedures for OCR's investigators to determine compliance with Title IX's intercollegiate athletic provisions." Generally, the manual encourages investigators to use an "overall approach" that incorporates all three of the major areas of the 1979 Policy Interpretation, but this investigation may be narrowed to fewer than the three areas "where unique circumstances justify limiting a particular investigation to one or two of these major areas.

C. The "Spirit" of Title IX: Policy Interpretation

On its face, the relevant portion of Title IX simply reads: "No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." In other words, the explicit policy goal of Title IX can be interpreted as "eliminating discrimination on the basis of gender in

41 Lamber, supra note 28, at 158. Under the Policy Interpretation, an educational institution must "accommodate effectively the interests and abilities of students to the extent necessary to provide equal opportunity in the selection of sports and levels of competition available to members of both sexes." 44 Fed. Reg. at 71,417.
43 OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., CLARIFICATION OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS POLICY GUIDANCE: THE THREE PART TEST 2 (1996). The Policy Clarification came after football coaches, men's minor sports groups, and two universities in violation of Title IX testified before Congress about Title IX and the way it was enforced by the courts. See Lamber, supra note 28, at 168 n.98 (citing Hearings on Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Postsecondary Educ., Training and Life-Long Learning of the H.R. Comm. on Econ. and Educ. Opportunities, 104th Cong., at 78, 101 (1995)). While the hearings did not result in any amendments to Title IX, "some congressmen wrote to OCR to ask that it clarify its three-part test." Id.
44. Connolly, Jr. & Adelman, supra note 22, at 852.
45. Pieronek, supra note 42, at 456 (quoting VALERIE BONNETTE & LAMAR DANIEL, U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., TITLE IX ATHLETICS INVESTIGATOR'S MANUAL 7 (1990)).
educational institutions." When applied to athletics, "[t]he plain meaning of Title IX is that no person . . . can be denied the opportunity to participate in collegiate athletics" due to his or her gender.

However, a broader approach that looks to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Supreme Court precedent, and the legislative history of Title IX leads to the conclusion that it is meant not only to directly prevent the denial of opportunity to participate in athletics based on gender, but also that it is intended to eliminate all types of discriminatory practices in athletics and to provide equal athletic opportunity for both sexes.

In order to determine the intent of Title IX, an examination of its legislative history must begin with Title IX's connection to Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Indeed, the Supreme Court itself, noting this connection between Title VI and Title IX, has interpreted the meaning of Title IX well beyond the plain language of the statute. In Cannon v. University of Chicago, the Supreme Court concluded "Title IX, like its model Title VI, sought to accomplish two related . . . objectives. First, Congress wanted to avoid the use of federal resources to support discriminatory practices; second, it wanted to provide individual citizens effective protection against those practices." The Court reached this conclusion by examining the legislative history surrounding the passage of Title IX by Congress, directly citing the testimony of Representative Patsy Mink:

"Any college or university which has [a] . . . policy which discriminates against women applicants . . . is free to do so under [Title IX] but such institutions should not be asking the taxpayers of this country to pay for this type of discrimination. Millions of women pay taxes into the Federal Treasury and we collectively resent that these funds should be used for the support of institutions to which we are denied equal access . . . ."

A further assertion of Title IX's intention is the unequivocal statement by one of Title IX's framers, former Senator Birch Bayh, that the goal of Title IX when it was drafted was "equal opportunity for young women and for girls in the educational

---

47. Amy Bauer, If You Build It, They Will Come: Establishing Title IX Compliance in Interscholastic Sports as a Foundation for Achieving Gender Equity, 7 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 983, 990 (2001).
50. See generally 118 Cong. Rec. 5807 (daily ed. Feb. 28, 1972) (statement of Sen. Birch Bayh) ("Central to my amendment [Title IX] are sections 1001-1005, which would prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex in federally funded education programs. Discrimination against the beneficiaries of federally assisted programs and activities is already prohibited by Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but unfortunately the prohibition does not apply to discrimination on the basis of sex. In order to close this loophole, my amendment sets forth prohibition and enforcement provisions which generally parallel the provisions of Title VI.").
51. 441 U.S. 677, 704 n.36 (1979).
52. Id. (citing 117 Cong. Rec. 39252 (daily ed. Nov. 4, 1971)).
system of the United States of America. Equality of opportunity. Equality." This implicit "spirit" of Title IX is continually upheld, most recently during President George W. Bush's second year in office. Responding to both a campaign promise to develop a "reasonable approach to Title IX" and a lawsuit by the National Wrestling Coaches Association, the White House formed the Commission on Opportunity in Athletics to study Title IX and its enforcement. Similar to the process used when the Policy Clarification was issued in the late 1970s, the Commission "listened to the testimony of over fifty witnesses, received public comment from hundreds of individuals, and accessed thousands of pages of material." Despite a highly controversial set of recommendations, in the end the OCR, which had overseen the Commission, affirmed the existing Title IX regulations and policy. Thus, the incorporation of such dynamic legislative history into Title IX policy clearly demonstrates that the federal government intended and still intends for Title IX to provide gender equality in intercollegiate athletics.

II. THE BCS SYSTEM

While college football bowl games have been a part of the American sports scene for over a hundred years, they have rarely pitted the two top-ranked teams in the nation against each other, a situation unique to Division I-A football as the only NCAA championship that is not decided exclusively on the playing field. Attempts to

54. Straurowsky, supra note 29, at 106. The response was made by President Bush to support his view that the three-part effective accommodation test was "a system of quotas or strict proportionality that pits one group against another." See id. (quoting Press Release, Jacqueline Woods, AAUW, Bush Administration Fumbles on Title IX Support (May 30, 2002), at www.aahperd.org/nagws/title9/pdf/aauwtitleIXrelease.pdf).
55. See generally Nat'l Wrestling Coaches Ass'n v. United States Dep't of Educ., 263 F. Supp. 2d 82 (D.D.C. 2003) (arguing that the three-part effective accommodation test was the product of a flawed process of promulgation).
56. Straurowsky, supra note 29, at 107–08.
57. Id. at 109.
59. Antitrust Implications of the College Bowl Alliance: Hearing before Subcomm. on Antitrust, Bus. Rights, and Competition of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 105th Cong. 32 (1997) (statement of Roy F. Kramer, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference) [hereinafter Antitrust Implications]. In the history of the traditional bowl system, before the birth of bowl reform efforts, the two top teams played against each other only nine times. Id. at 32.
60. "The NCAA has conducted championships in various sports since 1921. Currently, the NCAA conducts national championships in over seventy men's and women's sports" in divisions I, II, and III, and also in division I-AA for football. K. Todd Wallace, Elite Domination of College Football: An Analysis of the Antitrust Implications of the Bowl Alliance, 6 SPORTS LAW. J. 57, 59 (1999).
create a Division I-A football playoff have failed, but there have been a number of efforts by the conferences and bowl game organizers to produce a better system for matching the top two teams in a true National Championship, culminating with the formation of the BCS in 1998. This Part of the Note details bowl reform agreements that gave rise to the BCS, the determination of participation in BCS bowl games, and some of the recent critiques of the BCS.

A. College Football: Who's Number One?

The first proposal to match the top teams in the country was the formation of the Bowl Coalition in 1992. Four of the major New Year's Day bowl games—the Orange, Sugar, Cotton, and Fiesta Bowls—came together to form the Coalition with several conferences including the Atlantic Coast ("ACC"), Big East, Big Eight, Southeastern ("SEC") and Southwest as well as independent Notre Dame. The goal of the coalition was to match the highest-rated teams available—including a number one versus number two match-up whenever possible—"while keeping traditional regional and conference bowl ties in place."63

After this first attempt failed, a second attempt resulted in the formation of the Bowl Alliance after the 1995 season. The Bowl Alliance consisted of the Orange, Fiesta, and Sugar Bowls joined by the ACC, Big East, Big Eight, Big Ten, Pacific-10 ("Pac-62. See id. at 34 (statement of Roy F. Kramer, Commissioner, SEC).

63. See Richard Billingsley, The road to the BCS has been a long one (Oct. 21, 2001), at http://espn.go.com/ncf/s/historybcs.html (on file with author). Over time, certain conferences had developed contractual relationships with certain bowl games. See Antitrust Implications, supra note 59, at 33-34 (statement of Roy F. Kramer, Commissioner, SEC). For instance, the Big Eight conference was affiliated with the Orange Bowl and the SEC with the Sugar Bowl. Id. at 34. However, the coalition could not guarantee a national championship game every year. For instance, if a team from the Big Eight finished the season ranked number one and a team from the SEC finished ranked number two, their respective conference affiliations with the Orange and Sugar bowls would prevent them from playing one another. Id. Therefore, a match up between any top ranked teams from these conferences with another Bowl Coalition member school was impossible.

64. Antitrust Implications, supra note 59, at 35 (statement of Roy F. Kramer, Commissioner, SEC).
The bowls agreed to rotate a national championship game among themselves so that each bowl was guaranteed the championship once every three years. This game would match the number one and number two ranked teams, unless either of those teams were the champions of the Pac-10 or Big Ten who were still contractually obligated to the Rose Bowl, which was not a part of the Bowl Alliance. Thus, a match-up between any top-ranked team from these conferences with another Bowl Coalition member school was impossible.

Finally, in 1996 the American Broadcasting Company ("ABC"), which owned the television rights to the Rose Bowl, entered into discussions to integrate the Rose Bowl into a new "super alliance," a plan which became a reality following the 1998 season. Under this new alliance, which became the present-day BCS, the champions of the ACC, Big East, Big Ten, Big XII, Pac-10 and the SEC are guaranteed participation in a BCS bowl game, with the championship game rotating among the Rose, Orange, Fiesta, and Sugar Bowls, allowing each bowl to host the national championship game once every four years.

To best determine the top two teams that would play in this national championship game the BCS ranking system was created. For the 2004-05 football season, the formula consisted of three components: The Associated Press ("AP") media poll, the USA Today/ESPN coaches poll, and a computer poll average. Each component counts as one-third of a team's overall BCS score in the BCS standings. The two

---

65. See id. The Big Ten and Pac-10 champions were still prevented from playing in a Bowl Alliance game due to their Rose Bowl contract. However, their membership in the Alliance allowed other bowl eligible teams from either conference to be selected by one of the Alliance bowls. Id. at 36.

66. See id.

67. Id.

68. Id.


70. See Antitrust Implications, supra note 59, at 106-07 (statement of James Delany, Chairman, Big Ten Conference). Under the new arrangement, the Rose Bowl would still host the Big Ten and Pac-10 champions, unless either of those teams was ranked among the top two teams in the nation, in which case that team would be permitted to play in the national championship game regardless of venue. Id. at 36-37.

71. BCSFootball.org, BCS Standings, at http://www.bcsfootball.org/index.cfm?page=standings (last visited Jan. 13, 2005) [hereinafter BCS Standings]. However, as of December 21, 2004, the AP has insisted that the BCS no longer use its poll in compiling the BCS standings, citing harm to the reputation of the AP brand name and violations with AP poll voters. College Football Notebook: BCS not going away, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, Dec. 23, 2004, http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/cfootball/204997_fbc23.html (last visited Feb. 5, 2005). Nevertheless, the BCS appears to be ready to proceed without the AP poll, hoping to unveil a new formula by April 2005. Id.

72. BCS Standings, supra note 71.
teams with the top overall BCS score will then meet in the BCS championship game. The remaining six teams are then selected from the conference champions of the Big East, ACC, Big XII, Big Ten, SEC, and Pac-10 that are not playing in the BCS championship game. The bowls may then select from any other team that has won at least nine games and is ranked in the top twelve of the final BCS standings; however, should any team from a BCS non-guaranteed conference—which includes the Sun Belt Conference, Mid-American Conference, Mountain West Conference, Conference USA, and the Western Athletic Conference ("WAC")—finish sixth or higher in the final BCS standings, the team shall be awarded a BCS game. Since the formation of the BCS in 1998, the University of Utah is the only team from a BCS non-guaranteed conference to qualify for a BCS bowl, and that was not until after the new BCS qualifications were implemented in March of 2004.

Prior to 2004, however, Utah and other schools from the aforementioned BCS non-guaranteed conferences were not even members of the BCS and therefore had never been invited to play in a BCS game. In order to address the fact that no BCS non-guaranteed conference teams were being admitted into the BCS games, a group of presidents from the BCS non-guaranteed conferences formed the Presidential Commission for Athletic Reform. Led by Scott Cowan, president of Tulane University, the commission sought four changes: greater access to major bowls, an end to "the stigma of being labeled 'non-BCS' schools," a reduction in the financial disparity of football's "haves" and "have-nots," and a voice in the governance of postseason play. In airing its concerns, the commission considered filing an antitrust suit and succeeded in getting Congress to hear its grievances. In the fall of 2003, both the House and the Senate held hearings to discuss the ramifications of the BCS on intercollegiate athletics. Among the issues put before Congress were allegations that the BCS hinders funding, athletics facility construction, and recruiting at non-BCS schools, leading to a negative effect on women's intercollegiate athletic programs. After several months of standoffs with little progress and facing the very real possibility of congressional interference and a multimillion dollar lawsuit, the BCS

---

74. Id.
75. Id.
76. See Liz Clarke, Finally, A Mid-Major Breakthrough: Utah Overcame Odds, Favoritism to Claim a Spot in the BCS, WASH. POST, Jan. 1, 2005, at D01.
77. See generally Tulane University, Presidential Coalition for Athletics Reform, at http://coalition.tulane.edu (containing general background information and press releases about the coalition) (last visited Jan. 13, 2005).
79. Id.
80. See generally BCS or Bust: Competitive and Economic Effects of the Bowl Championship Series On and Off the Field: Hearings before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 108th Cong. (2003), http://judiciary.senate.gov/print_member_statement.cfm?id&wit_id=2628 (detailing the hearings in the senate) [hereinafter BCS or Bust]; Young, supra note 11 (detailing the house hearings).
81. See BCS or Bust, supra note 80 (statement of Sen. Orrin Hatch).
Presidental Oversight Committee was close to dissolving the current BCS system and heading back to the old bowl setup where neither the courts nor Congress would be able to touch the major conferences.\textsuperscript{82} However, on March 1, 2004, NCAA president Myles Brand stepped in and created a compromise position: the creation of a fifth BCS bowl game beginning in the 2006 season.\textsuperscript{83} Under the new plan, the BCS non-guaranteed conferences will increase their BCS revenues by 50\%—from 5\% percent of the BCS payout to 7.5\%.\textsuperscript{84} In addition, the BCS non-guaranteed schools possibly stand to receive an additional 7.5\% of the BCS payout if one of the schools qualifies to play in a BCS game.\textsuperscript{85} While this is obviously a positive step toward equity of football revenue distribution among BCS and former non-BCS schools, a large gap still remains. The BCS bowl guaranteed schools will receive far greater payouts, which can then be converted into much-needed funds for their women’s programs.

\textbf{B. The “Have and Have-Not”: Discrepancies in BCS Revenue Distribution}

The primary argument against the current BCS system is that it creates a series of “haves” and “have-nots” in Division I-A college football. As previously stated, BCS non-guaranteed conference schools will likely only qualify for a slot in a BCS game if they win their conference and finish ranked in the top six of the final BCS standings.\textsuperscript{86} The likely exclusion of these conferences from the BCS games creates a problem because of the drastic discrepancy in payouts between these games—and their associated lucrative television contracts—and other bowl games.

Funding for the BCS comes from two sources: ABC Sports and the host bowls.\textsuperscript{87} According to the BCS website, total revenue from the 2004–05 season is expected to be slightly more than $93 million.\textsuperscript{88} Of this figure, nearly $86.5 million was initially to be divided among the six BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences, with the remaining five Division I-A conferences splitting about $5 million, and $1.5 million going to Division I-AA football conferences that have averaged sixty full scholarship grants over the last four years.\textsuperscript{89} Furthermore, between the 1998–99 and 2002–03 seasons these payouts have totaled nearly $450 million, with the sixty-three schools in BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences splitting the lion’s share—$433 million—of that total, while the remaining
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fifty-four schools shared just $17 million. To further illustrate this point, consider that if the approximately $4.5 million projected payout to BCS non-guaranteed conferences for the 2003–04 season is added to the $17 million total BCS non-guaranteed conference payout from the previous years, for a combined total of slightly more than $21.5 million, this figure roughly equals the 2003–04 payout to the Big XII conference alone—the Big XII had two teams selected to play in BCS bowl games.

Indeed, even the inclusion of the former non-BCS schools into the BCS and the addition of a fifth bowl game do little to help the BCS non-guaranteed conferences. For instance, under the five-game plan, the six BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences keep their automatic bids and the payouts for their conference champions. The BCS non-guaranteed schools are still not granted an automatic bid, and the exact financial arrangements are under discussion. The Wall Street Journal reported that had this new plan been in place in 2003-04, the five BCS non-guaranteed conferences would have split about $8.85 million. While this is a greater payout than the $4.5 million these conferences received in years past under the old plan, divided among five conferences this results in a total of around $900,000 per BCS non-guaranteed conference, still vastly inferior to what each BCS Bowl guaranteed conference currently receives. Thus, while the deal is an improvement for the fifty-four BCS non-guaranteed schools, it still offers nothing close to an equal share of the payouts and therefore does little to remedy the financial disparities that cause Title IX discrepancies between schools in BCS Bowl guaranteed and BCS non-guaranteed conferences.

C. The Intercollegiate Arms Race

In the modern world of college athletics, there exists an unwritten mantra of spend or be left behind. As one scholar put it:

[T]he school that spends the most wins the most, and the school that wins the most has the most to spend. If a competitor builds a lavish state-of-the-art weight room and hires an array of strength coaches, the home team is instantaneously at a disadvantage. It has lost an edge in its ability to recruit the most exquisite talent, the talent that will ensure lucrative television contracts and ample post-season receipts.

90. BCS or Bust, supra note 80 (statement of Dr. Scott Cowen, President, Tulane University).
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Such competition to be the best is openly referred to by both the media and college football commentators as the athletics "arms race." Nowhere is this more evident than in Division I-A college football, where schools and conferences engage in a constant game of one-upmanship to guarantee themselves lucrative television contracts and a chance at BCS Bowl money. If left unchecked, the result is bound to be the same as the version of an arms race played out during the Cold War: only the most financially fit will be left standing. An unnamed university president noted in a survey conducted by the Football Study Oversight Committee in 2001 that “[i]f there is a threat hanging over football, it is the multi-million dollar stadium, locker rooms and the $2 million paid for a football coach. Only a handful of schools in this country can afford this madness.”

Despite the fact that everyone involved seems to recognize the danger, no one seems willing to opt out for fear of losing a competitive advantage on the playing field, so the race continues unabated. For instance, in 2003 the ACC invited the University of Miami (Fla.), Virginia Tech, and Boston College of the Big East Conference to join the ACC. It was clear that this move was an effort to become the dominant conference on the East Coast and to increase its member schools’ revenues by adding these three traditionally powerful football programs that would presumably give the ACC a greater chance of qualifying more teams to the BCS. In fact, U.S. Senator George Allen of Virginia has openly admitted that the primary reason for the ACC expansion was monetary gain.

Such a ripple effect was not limited merely to the Big East and ACC. Indeed, even as the Big East presidents filed a lawsuit against the ACC to keep Miami, Virginia Tech, and Boston College in the Big East, they in fact were in the process of snatching five schools from Conference USA. All told, conference realignments affected seventeen schools and half of the conferences, or 15% of all Division I-A conference memberships. While not all these realignments will result in BCS bowl game berths, some undoubtedly will, and with them the huge payouts. For everyone else, the realigning process is merely an attempt to get into a better conference, and thereby increase the chance for a bid to any bowl game, since 74% of the forty-six non-BCS bowl game slots are reserved for members of the original BCS alliance.

As one commentator has indicated, “these realignments have a direct impact on all aspects of NCAA governance.” It is evident that such practices cannot continue
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unmonitored or the gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots" will widen and equality of opportunity for both genders in intercollegiate athletics will be further threatened.

III. HOW THE BCS AND THE ARMS RACE INTERFERE WITH THE POLICY OBJECTIVES OF TITLE IX

Because the BCS is not a federally-funded educational program and because there is not a per se violation of one of the three major areas set forth in the 1979 Policy Interpretation, typical Title IX enforcement mechanisms cannot be used. Therefore, rather than attack the BCS on legal grounds, this Part of the Note argues that the BCS has a significant negative effect on the policy objectives of Title IX as interpreted from its legislative history and the statute itself, specifically: to promote gender equality in activities—including intercollegiate athletics—supported by federally funded institutions.

Under a plain meaning interpretation of the language of the statute, Title IX seeks to prevent individuals from being denied participation in athletics on the basis of their gender. From this standpoint, the BCS is not in direct violation of the aforementioned policy objective, because the BCS does nothing to prohibit males or females from participating in intercollegiate athletics and as such does not discriminate against women athletes. However, when one accounts for the intentions of Title IX as determined from its legislative history, the BCS does contradict the implicit goal of providing gender equality in athletics. The following Part of this Note further substantiates this argument by showing that the BCS creates a large discrepancy in the availability of funds, making it much more difficult for women in BCS non-guaranteed conferences to be protected from the discriminatory practice of not receiving the same athletic opportunities as women in BCS conferences.

A. Empirical Evidence against the BCS

Membership in a BCS Bowl guaranteed conference, with its large bowl payouts, ensures that most member schools have a much larger pool of funds from football to spread to non-revenue sports. Since women's sports depend largely on football revenues for their support, schools that are part of a BCS conference are given "a substantial competitive advantage in building facilities, hiring coaches and recruiting athletes to bolster all other sports...including those for female athletes" compared with their BCS non-guaranteed conference competitors. Specifically, these BCS non-guaranteed schools have a much more difficult time providing the resources necessary to satisfy the requirements of the substantial proportionality prong of the effective accommodation test detailed in the 1979 Policy Interpretation.

A study in The Chronicle of Higher Education found that schools in the BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences had on average a "gap of only 8.6 percentage points between
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the proportions of women in their sports programs (42 percent) and in their student bodies (slightly over 50 percent) while schools outside these conferences "had far fewer female athletes—39 percent—than those in the [BCS Bowl guaranteed] conferences, and the disparity between female athletes and female undergraduates was 12 percentage points." 107

Another analysis, conducted by faculty at the University of Arizona and Cornell University, reached similar results. Using a regression analysis, the study showed a 6.5% proportionality gap at BCS Bowl guaranteed schools, versus a gap of 10.4% at other Division I-A institutions in 2001–02. 108 BCS Bowl guaranteed schools also showed some of the greatest improvement in compliance rates when compared to a similar study conducted in 1995–96, 109 leading the researchers to opine that "our results may reflect the importance of revenue producing men's sports as a subsidy for women's sports in Division I-A." 110

Finally, a statistical analysis conducted in 2000 and published in the Journal of Sport Management revealed that "[f]ootball profits were a significant influence on achieving gender equity in financial aid" and that "[c]ompliance in meeting gender equity increased by 0.4 percentage points for each million dollars of football profit." 111 All told, an average Division I-A football program "earn[ed] 43% of all total sports revenues and incur[ed] 26% of total sports costs." 112 Similarly, a study by Professor Julia Lamber found that "on average, football revenues have the potential to cover 70% of the women's sports expenses." 113 The same study also found that "25 out of 80 schools could cover their women's sports expenses from their net football revenue alone." 114

These numbers imply that a majority of Division I-A football teams are able to provide funding for women's athletic programs. Upon closer examination, however, almost all schools with available revenues for women's sports are in BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences, with BCS non-guaranteed schools "los[ing] an average of $1 Million [sic] dollars in their football programs." 115 For instance, the aforementioned Journal of Sport Management study found that, with the exception of the Big West Conference, all of the conference leaders in Title IX compliance were members of the "football bowl coalition or the Rose Bowl agreement." 116 The study implies that
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"members of these conferences have better ability to carry out more programs to meet Title IX" than their BCS non-guaranteed conference brethren due to the considerably larger and more certain payouts that the BCS bowls provide.117

In conclusion, a number of studies have shown that schools that are not a part of the BCS guarantee are much more likely to have a greater gap in the percentage of male and female athletes in relationship to their student bodies and do not benefit from the distribution of much-needed funds that could be applied toward providing equal availability of sports programs and facilities for members of both sexes.

B. The Intercollegiate Arms Race, the BCS, and Title IX

While not directly addressed by any reports, the impact of the arms race on the policy objectives of Title IX cannot be overstated. How, for instance, will a school such as Louisiana Tech, a traditional women's basketball power, be able to compete when its football team is relegated to playing in the WAC, which has never qualified a team for a BCS bowl despite the fact that conference member Boise State has compiled a 24-1 record over the last two seasons—including a perfect 11-0 mark in 2003-04? Moreover, if the arms race is left untouched to reach its logical conclusion, it is impossible to see how anyone, save perhaps titans such as Michigan, Texas, and Ohio State, can survive. In the meantime, it is likely that multiple schools’ athletic programs will collapse under the weight of trying to keep up with the few power programs, resulting in both a narrowing of competition for NCAA championships to schools in the power conferences, and perhaps inevitably, a reduction in the number of athletic programs for women in order to meet budget demands. Such a result is clearly at odds with the policy objectives of Title IX.

However, such a doomsday scenario is not likely to appear. Indeed, many university presidents and faculty senates, awakened not only by the dangers of the college arms race, but also by numerous other problems in college sports ranging from graduation rates to scandals, have increasingly been motivated to address these problems. One group in particular, the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics ("COIA"), has tentatively adopted a framework for comprehensive athletics reform that could be beneficial in ensuring that the policy objectives of Title IX are met; this framework is thus analyzed next in the context of the BCS.

IV. SOLUTIONS TO THE TITLE IX PROBLEMS CAUSED BY THE BCS

The above section clearly demonstrates that schools in BCS non-guaranteed conferences have a more difficult time embodying the "spirit" of Title IX, primarily due to their exclusion from the rich BCS bowl game payouts. Evidence indicates that this discrepancy in revenue will only worsen as a result of the intercollegiate arms race.118

Without the threat of legal action, the BCS and the BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences have no compelling reason to change their current practices, which contribute to an uneven playing field for Title IX compliance through unequal
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distribution of bowl revenues. As previously stated, Title IX applies to educational programs and activities receiving federal funds, and since the BCS is neither of these, most of the traditional remedies for Title IX non-compliance are unavailable. The schools that are members of BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences are not directly violating Title IX, so the authorized remedy for assuring compliance "by the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue assistance . . . to any recipient as to whom there has been an express finding . . . of a failure to comply with such requirement" is not available.

Therefore, it appears that there are no discernible remedies available under current law to reduce the negative effects of the BCS on the policy objectives of Title IX. Nor are measures that would facilitate such reforms likely from Congress anytime soon. Since Steve Young's testimony in the fall of 2003, there have been no congressional hearings on the subject.

Indeed, for reform to be truly effective, it must come from all schools and conferences, especially the BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences. While such a remedy at first blush may appear unlikely, the current debate about the role the BCS plays in the escalating "arms race" in intercollegiate athletics has energized many university presidents to assume a more active voice in the debate over the role of intercollegiate athletics in the academic setting. Indeed, many proposals that are currently circulating seek to control the arms race before it spirals towards a result where college sports are reduced to a small oligopoly of elite schools that can afford to participate. While not specifically mentioning Title IX by name, these initiatives would by their very nature embrace the policy goals of Title IX by ensuring that revenues are distributed more fairly across the spectrum of Division I-A schools.
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FORCED TO PUNT

The first is a series of initiatives affecting Division I-A football proposed by the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics. Founded in 1989 as a response to more than a decade of highly visible college sports scandals, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation's stated goal is to "recommend a reform agenda that emphasize[s] academic values in an arena where commercialization of college sports often overshadow[s] the underlying goals of higher education." It is generally comprised of current and former NCAA presidents that are concerned about the influence of college sports in the university setting. In the past, the Knight Commission has been successful in putting pressure on both the NCAA and colleges and universities. For example, its 2001 report, A Call to Action: Reconnecting College Sports and Higher Education, was one of the first reports to mention the dangers of the arms race and to propose solutions.

In 2004, the Knight Commission published a working paper entitled Division I-A Postseason Football History and Status in an attempt to understand the current Division I-A postseason football structure and its interplay within the BCS structure. While not explicitly proposing any direct changes to the current structure, the report did note three critical areas of concern: governance, access and revenue distribution.

First, with respect to governance, the report noted an alarming lack of NCAA oversight over Division I-A postseason football. As a result of this lack of oversight, the BCS organization will continue to link "the more 'successful' football conferences with four major revenue-producing bowls and a single television company." Such a result, the authors contend, actually weakens the overall economic strength of the bowl system. On the other hand, a single governing authority could "coordinate all television and sponsorship agreements to maximize revenues."

Second, the report briefly noted that access to the BCS bowls continues to be a major concern for the aforementioned BCS non-guaranteed schools, questioning whether or not increasing the number of BCS bowl games would actually increase participation in BCS games by BCS non-guaranteed schools. Finally, the report addressed what the authors considered to be the "foremost concern": revenue distribution. Here the report discussed how the absence of a governing authority allowed nearly 99% of the revenues from bowl games to flow directly to Division I-A
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conferences. Since these revenues in large part flow to the BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences, such a distribution makes it increasingly difficult for the non-guaranteed conferences to keep pace in athletic expenditures.

As a proposed solution, the authors analogized the current BCS system to the differences in revenue generation between the so-called “big market” and “small market” Major League Baseball and National Football League franchises. Such leagues, the authors contend, have benefited from greater economic success by implementing a revenue distribution plan.

Such an outcome is not too far-fetched and in fact currently exists within the NCAA structure. Each year the NCAA distributes roughly 58% of the income generated by the Division I-A basketball championships to its Division I-A members. Such a revenue plan could be adopted for the Division I-A football championships. Using recent BCS payout figures, the distribution would amount to roughly $750,000 per school, a significant improvement for BCS non-guaranteed schools over what they have been receiving under the current system.

However, such redistribution would result in BCS Bowl guaranteed conference schools having fewer resources to distribute among themselves, making it unlikely that these schools would choose to voluntarily adopt such a system. Yet it appears that, faced with the mounting costs of maintaining their place in the arms race, many schools—including members of the BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences—are in fact open to any proposal, including revenue sharing that could limit this trend.

One such proposal has recently been put forth by the COIA. COIA is a group of Division I-A faculty senates that works with the American Association of University Professors, the Association of Governing Boards (a national organization representing college and university trustees), and the NCAA, among other groups, to promote serious and comprehensive reform of intercollegiate sports. As of January 17, 2005, thirty-one of COIA’s forty-five members were schools in BCS Bowl guaranteed conferences.

COIA’s mission is “to preserve and enhance the contributions athletics can make to academic life by addressing longstanding problems in college sports that undermine those contributions.” In keeping with this goal, COIA’s steering committee released
A Framework for Comprehensive Athletics Reform in the fall of 2003, which cited five areas of comprehensive reform in college athletics: "(1) academic integrity, (2) athlete welfare, (3) governance of athletics at the school and conference level, (4) finances, and (5) over-commercialization." 144

Noting the rising costs of maintaining a top-notch athletics program at a time of budget scarcity, the coalition openly embraced "increased revenue-sharing (beyond the participants in events) to minimize revenue-driven incentives for winning." 145 Furthermore, the report emphasized that, to the degree allowable under federal anti-trust laws, "conferences should . . . seek to control expenses . . . to create as level a playing field as possible." 146 Finally, the report concluded by acknowledging that such a plan would disadvantage programs that are currently most successful and by noting the importance of developing a plan that could buffer these effects during the period of reform. 147

While it is currently unclear which, if any, of the proposals offered by either the Knight Commission or the COIA will become a reality, it is nevertheless critical that such a debate, ignited by the arms race, has begun in the first place. As it stands, any type of increased revenue-sharing system would be beneficial to the policy goals of Title IX, which are in no small part hampered by the gross inequities of revenue distribution currently promulgated by the BCS.

CONCLUSION

It is apparent that the BCS in its current form does not sufficiently support the provision of equal opportunity for women athletes under the goals of Title IX. Originally designed to match the two top-ranked teams in a national championship game, the BCS has morphed into what critics have stated is a two-tiered system of college football "haves" and "have-nots." 148 Partially by repeatedly rejecting proposals that exempt revenue-producing sports from Title IX, Congress has established that the goal of intercollegiate athletics is not to make money but to enhance the overall educational experience for both males and females. 149 Since the scope of Title IX does not extend to organizations such as the BCS, and since Congress is loathe to act, no legal remedies are currently in place to reign in the excesses of the BCS. Therefore, it is apparent that the current proposals by the Knight Commission and the COIA should be implemented to ensure that the policy objectives of Title IX are maintained.
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